Make a Poplar Scabbard Core with a Router
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Introduction
Over the years, I kept running into a problem – I needed some Poplar scabbard cores for swords without
scabbards, or swords with ill fitting or poorly made scabbards. The only real tutorial I could find on this was the
famous “Ye Olde Gaffer” tutorial at http://www.yeoldegaffers.com/project_scabbard.asp. This is a very good,
though fairly short tutorial: great pre-reading.
THIS tutorial borrows heavily from Ye Olde Gaffer – with a twist. I use a ROUTER to channel my wood. This is done
with multiple passes at different depths to APPROXIMATE the profile of a particular sword blade, both across the
blade and down its length. The method works well, and yields an attractive, solid Poplar Core sized to a particular
blade, free of sword rattle or slop, well suited to subsequent leather wrapping.
Here, we are going to cover “how to make a poplar core”. WRAPPING the core will be covered in the next tutorial.
Please note:
1) I am not a professional – I do all this for my OWN projects.
2) There are people that are really good with a Router. I’m not one of them 
3) I’ll often mention the term “Commercial Scabbard”. These are the low-cost wood core scabbards that
come FREE with a lot of swords. NOTHING produced by the Masters of this trade (such as Brian Kunz,
Christian Fletcher, Brendan Olszowy, Ernie at Yeshua’s Sword, Odingaard, and others) should be
considered to be a “Commercial Scabbard” – the scabbards these masters create are some of the finest
works of Art known, and are perfection incarnate.

What Tools do I Need?
There is one MAJOR tool required – a Router. I use a DEWALT DWP611PK Router that takes standard router bits.
Other routers would be fine – but use one with a good depth adjustment capability, and a CLEAR BASE. You are
going to be routing freehand, and need to SEE where that bit is going. My router also has built in LED lights. These
really help to see what you are doing. I spent about $200 for my router and a set of bits.
A MINOR tool, also required, is a set of Digital Calipers. Mine came from Harbor Freight for about $20.

While you CAN do a lot of hand sanding, you should also think about a belt sander. I use a Harbor Freight 1” x 30”.
At about $40, this little cheapie REALLY shapes wood, and can double as a sharpening unit with the RIGHT belts.
You are going to be cutting wood. You CAN use a coping saw for this – it will just take longer. I choose to get a
decent small band saw from Harbor Freight (about $125).
Bear in mind – I make a lot of scabbards and grips. For me, a $400 tool investment was not a big deal. I will point
out that a commercial sword core goes for about $200 at the time of this writing… You can break even making two
cores.
You will also need three wood clamps, a good straight edge, some QTips, and good wood glue. Buy a set of
“French Curves” at Staples – they will let you draw VERY smooth, uniform curves.

Safety
I’m not going to dwell on this, other than to say that you really MUST wear a set of Safety Glasses unless you really
like wood chips and sawdust getting into your eyes. The tools are sharp – so is your sword. Use extra care when
operating power tools & plan your actions prior to turning any machine on. I would also suggest that you do NOT
do all of this in your kitchen or office – quite a bit of sawdust gets generated – a dust mask/respirator is a good
idea as well.

My Router and bits – DEWALT DWP611PK

Digital Calipers – Harbor Freight

1”x30” Belt Sander – Harbor Freight

Band Saw – 9 inch bench top – Harbor Freight

Step 1 – Get the Wood
I like to use Poplar Boards from Lowes. These are 4 feet long, 4 inches wide, and ¼” thick:

Lowes generally stores these FLAT – but they are infamous for warped wood. Pick thru the pile, find two boards
that are flat and sound. The wood is going to cost you about $9.00. Get the boards home & let them acclimate in
your shop for at least a day.

Check the edges – are they square? I like to square off my edges on a power saw, but it’s because I’m picky, but
you’ll see this isn’t TOO critical.

Step 2- Mark the Wood (takes about an afternoon)
First, find CENTER on both boards, and mark all the way down with a pencil:

Now, let’s mark the outline of your blade onto the wood.
For this Tutorial, I’m using a Hanwei-Tinker Single Handed sword, SH2404 at Kult of Athena.

I picked this sword because it is fullered (though unfullered swords work just as well), about 2 ½” max blade width,
and a has guard that will NOT sit flush on a squared off core.

Measure the maximum width of your blade (generally at the hilt but sometimes a bit DOWN the blade if it’s Wasp
Waisted):

My blade is 53.02 mm wide. I want to place two pencil marks at the top of each board, each mark about 26.5 mm
out from either side of the centerline. Now place the sword with the top of the blade (NOT THE TOP OF THE
GUARD) flush with the top edge of the board, aligned with the pencil marks:

Place the very tip of the blade on the centerline:

Go back and forth – align the blade with the three lines. A bit of your GUARD may sit on the board surface if it
has a curved pattern. THIS sword does that, because the guard curves a bit.
Take a pencil, and trace the exact outline of your blade onto the wood:

You aren’t done yet. Flip the blade over and trace the outline AGAIN. Why? I haven’t met a sword yet that has a
dead symmetrical blade. Look at your pencil LINES when you are done – you got two sets, didn’t you? We want to
do this so, when we are done, our sword can go into the scabbard with either side facing out.
Repeat all this with the other board.
Next we’re about to “extend the tip” giving us a small clear space just below the sword tip. For each board –
measure ½” from the sword tip image & draw a mark on the centerline. Measure 1&½” from the sword tip image
& draw a mark on the centerline.

Take a French curve (pick up a set at Staples, they are cheap), and extend your image of the sword tip out to the
1&½” mark…

When I do this, I make a mark on the French curve with a sharpie, flip the curve, and draw a perfectly symmetrical
curve. See how the lines “meet” the original blade lines, and join at the new tip? Do these on both boards, then
get the ink off your curve with a little alcohol.
Place the sword on the board, align with your lines, and push the tip forward to your ½” mark. Trace your new tip
outline, and make sure all the lines toward the hilt line up:

When done, we should see this on both boards:

Our tip image is now ½” further down the board. We have about 1” of area beyond this that will end up being
solid wood. I erase my original tip image, so I don’t get confused when routing (though you can still sort of see it in
the photo). We leave a little “dead space” in the tip area to allow for “whacking the sword into the scabbard”
over the years – we NEVER want that tip to bottom out.
At this point, I usually measure and additional 1&1/2” out from the end of the new extended tip drawing & mark
the ends of the boards, then cut off the excess length to make the pieces easier to handle. I end up with marked,
shortened boards, ready for Routing.

Step 3 Routing (takes about a full day)
Time to use this:

What are we going to do with it? First, consider the WRONG method. This involves measuring the maximum
thickness of your blade, setting the router to half this depth, then whacking out the outline. I have SEVERAL
commercial scabbards where this was done. With these, the sword is invariably loose and rattles like a snake. Oh
it will WORK – but you won’t like the result.
Now, the method that I have found WORKS. We are going to make a good three passes with the router on each
board. Each pass will be at a different depth in different areas. This will give us a fairly decent approximation to
the profile of the sword blade – both across the blade, and down its length. These are cumulative passes – we
start with the overall SHALLOW cut, then go a bit deeper in one area, then deeper still in a PART of area 2. Your
router is likely to cut no more than 0.1 “of material at any given time. This produces a channel that is FAR more
like your blade.

What bit to use? We’ll use two of them – a ¼” plunge bit, and a ½” plunge bit. Why two bits? Remember that tip
area?

A ½” bit can’t fit into that tip area. A ¼” bit is too damn slow to use for the whole scabbard so we’ll use the ¼” bit
JUST for our tip area in our first pass.

Router Cut #1
How deep must the router go? We determine this by measuring the blade thickness about 2” from the TIP of the
sword:

My blade thickness in this THIN area of my sword is about 0.10”. I want to set my router to a depth of …
0.10” / 2 = 0.05”
I will route out the ENTIRE area at this depth first (except for the tip of course).
Insert and tighten the ½” plunge bit into your router. Adjust the depth for YOUR sword (my first depth was 0.05”
on this EXAMPLE sword). Yup, you need to read the router book – I have a really good dial indicator on MY router.
Once this is done? Grab some scrap (remember those two short chunks of poplar we cut off earlier?). Do a small
test cut with the router on the SCRAP. Measure the total thickness of the scrap, the thickness of your test cut, and
subtract. REGARDLESS of what your router says, adjust the depth until you hit the number you calculated – never
believe a tool dial without TESTING.
Got it? Now we can start to route…

Route the WHOLE penciled area. Go slow, look at the blade, and go right up to the pencil lines. This is a shot near
the HILT end of the scabbard.
…and this is a shot near the TIP of the scabbard. See how I STOPPED as soon as the ½” bit would not “fit” into the
tip?

Route board #2 with the ½” bit in the same way. Change over to the ¼” bit, reset your depth, and finish off the tip
areas of both board #1, and board #2:

You MAY have to go over that inner line just a bit at the very bottom – don’t go over the OUTER line. Do this on
both boards. When done, you should be able to lay your sword in the routed out channel, align the hilt end of the
blade with the board top. And see the tip doing this:

Now we’re ready to start in on pass #2 with the router. We have a channel of 0.10” (0.05” on each board) already
cut. We’re going to set the calipers to 0.10”, slide them up the blade center from the TIP towards the Hilt, and see
where they get stuck.

On my EXAMPLE sword, the calipers got “stuck” at a point 25&½” from the hilt:

I transfer this information to both boards by making a mark:

What we are doing is accounting for distal taper… MANY swords get “thinner” as one approaches the tip. The
point is – we do NOT need to make our scabbard any deeper toward the tip
Now - time to focus on the HILT end of the blade..

My EXAMPLE blade is 53mm wide at its widest point:

Because I have a fuller, I want to make three marks just about equally spaced, from the blade EDGE to the fuller
edge, on one side. This is an effort to measure from the THINNEST to the THICKEST part of the blade. These end
up being at about ¼” spacing:

Now, I’m going to measure the THICKNESS of the blade in these three places. Here I measure the THICKEST area,
at the mark on the edge of the fuller:

The dimension shown in the photo is off (YOU try working a camera and doing a precision measurement with two
hands). But you get the idea. For my EXAMPLE sword, the three blade thicknesses were:
¼” in from the edge:

0.18”

½” in from the edge:

0.225”

¾” in from the edge:
(at the fuller edge)

0.242”

The last two measurements were VERY close on this EXAMPLE sword. From this data, I devised a plan for two
more router cuts:
Router cut #2 - ¼” in from the edge:

0.10” (two boards, total depth 0.20”)

Router cut #3 - ½” in from the edge:

0.125” (two boards, total depth 0.250”)

On the EXAMPLE sword, this will give me a profile that looks fairly “flat” in the center of the blade. IF I had a
nonfullered blade? The process would be the same, except I would be measuring in to the THICKEST part of the
blade, right in the center.
Now let’s set up for Router cut #2.

Router Cut #2
On the EXAMPLE sword, this cut, from previous data, needs to be ¼” IN from the blade edge, at a depth of 0.10”,
and must extend 25 ½” from the hilt. If any of that makes you scratch your head…. Go back in this document, and
read again. The MEASUREMENTS are for my EXAMPLE – the METHOD applies to ALL swords – your dimensions
will likely be different. So how do we mark this out?
th

We use a tool that you were introduced to around the 5 grade… a simple $2.00 compass:

Sharpen the pencil, set the compass to ¼”, and trace AROUND the edge of Cut #1 by setting the compass needle
against the groove of Cut #1. In this example, I stopped at the mark I made at 25 1/2”, since I knew I did not have
to route deeper past this point:

Prior to doing Cut #2, I used a straightedge to clean up my traced lines:

I then set up the router on this EXAMPLE blade with a ½” bit, adjusted to a depth of 0.10”. I then routed my
boards, just hitting the NEW lines I had drawn that are ¼” IN from the edge of Route #1.
The results….

The bottom portion of Cut #2 should be a bit rounded – here is a shot of one of the boards, with the cut lines
enhanced with ink: Focus on the shape of the 0.10” deep cut:

See how Cut #2 does not go all the way down the pattern, and is indented toward the center spine of the blade by
a good ¼”. This process will continue with Cut #3.

Router Cut #3
Having finished Cut #2, at a depth of 0.10”, I set my calipers to a distance of 0.20”, then slid them UP the center of
the blade of the EXAMPLE sword until they started to “stick”. On this sword, that point was fairly high up toward
the hilt – you can see it in the photo above. I marked this point, set my compass to ½”, and marked a line IN from
the outer edge of Router Cut #1. The router was set up with a ½” bit, and adjusted to a depth of 0.125 “. Both
boards were routed out as before, sticking to the new ½” line. The photo directly above shows the result (yes, I did
get lazy and marked Cut #3 as 0.13” – it truly is 0.125”).
At this point, both boards show a “stair step” pattern of three router cuts, each a little deeper, each a little
shorter. If we put the two boards together, and look “down” the throat, we see this:

If you look carefully, you will see the “stair step” pattern – a good APPROXIMATION of the actual blade profile for
the EXAMPLE sword.
I’m glad I picked this sword as an example. Unlike most of my previous swords, I ran into a “gotcha”. Cut #1 was
set up at 0.05” (total depth 0.10” for two boards). And that edge depth was just fine – until I got close to the hilt.
When I checked with my calipers? I found a thicker, unsharpened edge portion:

So, in this case, I had to “chase” a portion of my edges to 0.078” (total depth 0.156”). As before, I set my calipers
to 0.10”, slid them UP the blade, and marked where they stuck. I then did a FOURTH router cut along the edge of
Router Cut #1 to deepen it along this portion of the scabbard. This “gotcha” points out a reality checkpoint for
ALL swords… knowing your cut depths, CHECK THE ACTUAL BLADE WITH CALIPERS. Some have surprise “thick”
portions. Often, these are close to the Hilt. This is OK… the pattern of “set calipers to previous cut depth”, “slide
calipers up the blade until they stick, and mark”, “measure and route max depth of that section” still works. Did I
HAVE to do this? Not really. Remember, this stair step routing is an APPROXIMATION of your blade shape. In the
next section, we get into cleaning up the approximation by investing some sweat – we SAND.

Step 4 – Perfecting the Channel by Sanding
Simply put, we have a “stair step” pattern in the scabbard. What we WANT is a fairly smooth variation of depth.
To get this, we want to blend those “steps” out of the picture.
I do this with 60 Grit sandpaper… aggressive, and it works:

First, we want to “blend” the depth “stair steps” that run along the LENGTH of the blade. Left alone, these could
be points for the blade tip to ram into, and stick. Just sand away, and make the sharp “edge” vanish:

Do this with ALL the “stair steps” that run along the LENGTH of the blade.
Next, we want to sand the edges of those long “stair steps” that run across the blade. But there is an important
note: DON’T SAND THE VERY OUTSIDE LINE THAT REPRESENTS THE TRACING OF THE BLADE. We WANT this nice
and sharp.
Let’s look again at this photo….

…and count all the “edges” from the top down.

Edge 1 - that’s a blade outline – don’t sand it.
Edge 2 - that’s a depth transition from 0.05”-0.078” to 0.1”– SAND it.
Edge 3 – that’s a depth transition from 0.10” to 0.13” – SAND it.
Edge 4 – that’s a depth transition from 0.13” to 0.10” – SAND it.
Edge 5 – that’s a depth transition from 0.10” to 0.05”-0.078” – SAND it.
Edge 6 - that’s a blade outline – don’t sand it.
This takes a while… but since 90% of the wood has already been removed, “a while” usually translates to a couple
of hours, maximum, for me.
This is also a great time to start USING THE SWORD to let you know how things are going. At any time, you can
place the two “sides” of your scabbard together, align the edges, press down, and slide your sword in. At first? It’s
going to stick. As you “blend” those edges together? The sword is going to go in and out easier. Be sure to flip the
blade every so often.
This is advisable for another reason: SOME swords that I have made scabbards for have had an ever-so-slight
BEND in them, or an unforeseen thick spot. There are a few tricks one can use to detect these:
1)

Place the sword in ONE cut out board. Go down the blade length, and gently press on the sword. Flip it
over, do it again. A slight bend will reveal itself by showing a “mushy” spot that moves down toward the
cutout when the bend is facing UP. A thick spot will reveal itself when the metal to each side of the thick
spot “caves in” just a bit. Bends and high spots require a little more depth in the area of the bend or high
spot.
2) If the sword is too tight – WHERE is it too tight? Clamp the scabbard halves together ONLY near the tip…
sword OK? Or does it stick? If it sticks with JUST the ends clamped, the two ends need to be a little
deeper. Now move the clamp towards the hilt a bit… repeat. Eventually, you’ll find that “spot” that is just
a little shallow.
Each time you “try” your sword, clean out the sawdust & crap from the scabbard halves.
When you THINK you are done sanding – put one board on top of the other, and look at the throat. The “stair
step” pattern should be pretty much gone, and the throat should look a lot more like the profile of YOUR Blade.
YOUR blade should move in and out with just a LITTLE resistance.

BUT – you must perform one final test. Align the boards top and bottom on a flat table. Get out three clamps and
wood blocks. LIGHTLY clamp the boards to each other, and the table:

This will PREVENT the boards from moving. Notice that the wood blocks are positioned to exert force EVENLY
across the board – we don’t want to put that force right over a hollow spot – it will just pinch.
Now recheck that your sword slides in and out – flip it over, and check again. There should be just the SMALLEST
resistance. If this is not the case? Work the sword in & out several times, unclamp, and examine the channeling in
the boards. If you look CLOSELY, you will find a “rub spot” (the sort of mark clean metal makes on clean wood).
Sand this, and repeat the clamp test.

Step 5 – the OPTIONAL Shaped Throat. Skip to Step 6 if you will use a Rain Guard
Before working on final cutting, and gluing – a decision needs to be made about the very THROAT of the scabbard.
Do you want to leave it flat? Most scabbards are either “shaped” at the throat to accommodate a precise fit to a
non-flat guard, or are left flat with the idea of adding a “rain-guard” when they are wrapped in leather. You can do
either. The EXAMPLE sword has a slightly curved guard – it’s one of the reasons I picked it.

See how the guard protrudes at the center? This sword will not sit dead flat against the top of the scabbard if it is
left this way. The whole affair can be hidden with a leather rain guard – and I’ll bet that, like me, you have
commercial scabbards that do this. These work - I just have a bit of a bias against the situation. I see a wedge ready
to drive into my wood with time.
I’m going to SHAPE the throat to accommodate the curve of the pommel. You’ll remember that, when we
started, I made sure that we drew our blade outline with the VERY EDGES OF THE TOP OF THE BLADE flush with
the top of the wood. This is one reason why. SOME guards are REALLY curved – and we want the room to deal
with them. We will do so BEFORE any gluing takes place, just in case our blade is suddenly too tight (it’s going to
go a little further into the scabbard halves).
Take ONE scabbard half. Insert the sword, and draw marks at each blade edge, and the center of the guard’s
protrusion:

Now, remove the sword. We’re going to make a TEMPLATE with a piece of white paper. One can make a LOT of
cheap templates – and if they are thrown out, lose virtually nothing: far cheaper than screwing up the wood.
Measure the distance between those two “Blade” lines, and cut a chunk of paper this wide, and about 2” long.
MOST guards are just sloppy enough to allow you to slip the edge of that paper UNDER the guard protrusion:

Get the paper straight across, align the edges with the blade edges, and trace the guard pattern with a sharp
pencil. Now flip the sword over, and check to see if your tracing is still accurate (you didn’t think that guard was
symmetrical, did you?). IF your guard is not fairly symmetrical, you have three choices:
1)

Cut a DIFFERENT template for the SECOND board. If you do this, you are establishing a FIXED front and
back to your core… the sword will only look right when inserted with its front and back in the right place.
2) If the difference is minor? “Mush up” the template a bit so it accommodates both patterns, and settle for
a somewhat less precise fit.
3) Forget the whole thing and put in a rain guard at wrap time . Yup, it will hide all this.

If all is good, CAREFULLY cut out that tracing on the paper (I use a really SMALL set of scissors), then place your
new template on the board. Trace out your pattern. When done, prepare the OTHER board (and you MAY be
using a different template if the guard screwed you over).

To carve out this pattern? I use a Dremmel with a sanding drum, and finish up with jeweler’s files. You can also
work at it with sandpaper or even a coping saw (though the amount of wood involved is usually very little). This is
what the fit looked like when I was done with the EXAMPLE sword:

Sometimes, with a guard that REALLY curves, one runs into the issue of the very EDGES of the board running into
the outer arms of the guard – requiring that a little nip of wood be removed to proceed. I had to do that with the
EXAMPLE sword:

If you need to do this with YOUR sword – don’t just “chop”. Make sure you keep 3/8” of wood between your
blade channel and the chunk you cut off:

You will see why this is important later, when we cut our final outside outline.

Step 6 – Establish Cutting Lines
Time to determine our final OUTSIDE dimensions for the scabbard. I am a bit of a coward – I like to insure that I
have ¼” of wood between the blade edge, and the outside world. It gives me plenty of space for a GOOD glue
bond, and places a good barrier between the blade and anything it might want to slice.
This is a matter of preference – many experts prefer LESS wood. FEW people will go less than 1/8”.
For this example, I’ll show you how I create my cut lines with ¼” of wood at the blade edges.
The scabbard has already been routed, sanded, and fit to the blade. We now let the sword, by virtue of its fit to
the area we have carved out for it, dictate what the exterior dimensions need to be.
Take ONE board, and start laying down pencil dots ¼” OUT from the channel you cut for the blade edge, toward
the edge of the board:

Do this about every 6 inches…. It will take you about 15 minutes.

As you get near the tip area, you need to smoothly switch over to the solid portion of the tip with the French
Curve. ¼” MUST be maintained between any routed portion, and the edge… but science and aesthetics are going
to start to merge here:

What happened? We maintained the MINIMUM ¼” distance – but “stretched” it a bit to meet the tip we drew at a
1” distance from the routed tip area. This is done by using that cheap French curve again… we join the “dots” from

further up the scabbard to our tip that we already laid out. I’ve enhanced this photo to show the routed portion of
the scabbard, along with the “Cut Line” that is a MINIMUM of ¼” OUT from it.
Use a combination of straight edge (about 85% of the pattern), and French curve (in the tip area) to create clean,
well marked cut lines. I use a felt tipped pen for these lines, so I can see them CLEARLY when I cut the board.

Step 7 – CUT Board #1 (between 5 minutes and 1 hour, depending on tools)
Now – I do NOT CUT BOTH BOARDS YET. I cut ONE board, and stay OUTSIDE of the final cut line. I use a small,
cheap band saw for this:

This can also be done with a simple Coping Saw – it will just take longer. Although Coping Saws can cut into a 32”
long chunk of wood it is more labor intensive & if you use one, you will find it helpful cut slots from the board edge
toward the cut line, and space them at intervals of about 8”. I cut my first two cores in this fashion… it works, it’s
just slower.
When I cut, I don’t try to hit the Cut Line EXACTLY. I go just OUTSIDE the Cut Line, and leave a small portion of
buffer space. I shoot for about 1/16”. I have not met a saw of any kind, run by operators better than me, that can
produce a non-jagged final edge. I always clean up that edge by SANDING:

When done with ONE BOARD, stop. You will see that I am working in a Reality Check before we mark or cut
Board #2.

Here is what we SHOULD have at this point:

Close-up of Board #1:

Board #1 is “Rough Cut”. Board #2 has not been marked or cut at all. We are going to perfect Board #1, then use
IT, and our Sword, to make DAMN CERTAIN that everything is aligned, perfect, and correct.

Step 8 – Set Final Edge for Board #1
I do this by sanding with my cheap, wonderful Belt Sander. HOW you sand is up to you… you CAN do this by hand,
with about 60 grit sandpaper.

I use an aggressive 80 grit belt. This belt RIPS wood, fast. One needs to be careful with it… it can turn the
scabbard into sawdust FAST.

I sand RIGHT TO the marked Cut Line of Board #1:

This leaves me with a nearly perfect Board #1.

Step 9 – Mark and Cut Board #2
I start by setting Board #2 down at the edge of a flat table and placing Board #1 on top of it. I then align the very
TIP of Board #1 with the Center Line of Board #2, make sure my throat opening is aligned at the hilt end, and the
edges of both boards are nice and flat at the hilt. I then slide in my sword.

I make sure that the sword is sliding in and out well as I press down on Board #1. This insures that the SWORD
dictates the precise final positioning of Board #1 as it lies on Board #2. The tip to Center Line alignment really
should NOT change more than about 1/64 “, if everything has been done correctly. With everything in place, I
carefully trace AROUND Board #1 with a sharp felt tip pen, marking Board #2:

Board #2 should be examined prior to cutting – that line really SHOULD be ¼” out from the channel in Board #2.
When done, I CUT Board #2 on my small Band saw, just as I did with Board #1, not quite hitting the cut line. But I
DO NOT SAND the edge of Board #2 – not yet.

Step 10 – Getting Ready to Glue
It really is important to get all the sawdust and crap OUT of the scabbard channels. I go over them with a couple of
clean paper towels, NO WATER. And I do one other thing as a matter of personal taste…
I use Military grade CLP (Cleaner, Lubricant, Preservative – also known as BreakFree) to protect my sword blades.
BreakFree is available at any Gun Store, and probably at Wal-Mart. YOU may have your own favorite oil for sword
protection – a lot of folks like simple Mineral Oil.
I get out some QTips, LIGHTLY wet one with CLP, then CAREFULLY go around the channels of both scabbard halves
to get them just a WEE bit coated. This also tends to pick up any grains of sawdust that might be left over. I did
this with the scabbard built for this article. You can sort of see a gentle yellowing of the channels of the scabbard
half in these photos:

You don’t have to do this… if you do? DO NOT get anything on the edges of the scabbard halves that you are about
to glue!
Now – WHAT KIND OF GLUE TO USE. This subject will start fights . There are some qualities that I PERSONALLY
look for in a glue for this job:
1) I want it to give off FEW or NO Acidic Vapors.
2) I want a glue suitable for EXTERIOR use.
3) I want a NON EXPANDING glue.
…and of course, I want the damn glue to stick.

I use THIS glue for scabbards, and will use it here:

OTHER glues can be just as good. Some people like Gorilla Wood Glue (not the expanding polyurethane kind).
Some like to use Epoxy, titebond etc.. I do know that THIS Elmer’s Wood Glue has performed well for me with
several scabbards, and that the swords IMMEDIATELY stored in those scabbards have shown ZERO sign of any
attack by acidic vapor. I’ve gotten this glue ONTO a few blade edges – and they have done nothing.
So – round up the glue, some QTips, Three clamps, and some wood blocks. It’s time to Glue.

Step 11 – Gluing the Scabbard
First – and most important – READ THIS SECTION AND KNOW IT BEFORE YOU GLUE. It’s AMAZING how fast
Wood Glue will set up enough that you can’t adjust the positioning of the scabbard halves. MY glue brags “20
minute working time”. Yeah, right… So, have everything ready, know what to do, and move.

Get the glue, three clamps and three scrap wood pieces out on a flat table, along with glue, QTips, and the
scabbard halves:

1) Put Scabbard half #2 (the one with the ROUGH edge, that has not been sanded) channel up near the table
edge. Let the hilt end stick out from the table about an inch or so.
2) Apply glue to the entire ¼” area around the scabbard half edge. DO NOT GO CRAZY WITH THIS – it’s fine
for the glue to ooze to the OUTSIDE, DON’T let it ooze INTO the channel, if you can help it. Use a QTip to
spread the glue evenly. You can go a bit heavier at the tip, where there is more wood.
3) Get Scabbard half #1 on top of Scabbard half #2. Align the nicely sanded EDGES with the still visible LINES
on Scabbard half #2, get the throat cuts even, and IMMEDIATELY insert your sword. Move the sword in
& out and slightly adjust the scabbard halves for a smooth, even fit.
4) CLAMP the Scabbard halves together, and to the table:

Get those wood blocks sitting ACROSS the scabbard so the force is distributed to the edges. Don’t overdo the
clamp pressure – at first, clamp lightly – and insert, remove, insert, remove the blade. Tighten up just a bit – if the
sword starts to stick, STOP. It is not necessary to clamp this thing to DEATH.
Now, all of this should go perfectly – we did a lot of work to perfectly align the blade to the Scabbard. Having said
that – if you suddenly have a “it’s not fitting!” moment? Do not panic. Get those scabbard halves apart before the
glue sets and wipe off the glue, and be quick about it. This has NEVER happened to me. OK, once – on my first
core. Which is why I am now so PICKY about my process.
If all is well – remove your sword, look over the blade for any glue (especially at the blade edge), and clean off any
glue you see. I routinely clean my sword blade with a little acetone, and re-oil it because I am Paranoid.
Leave everything clamped for about eight hours, and go have a glass of wine.
Step 12 – Final Edge Fitting
You’ll recall that Scabbard Half #2 was cut, but not sanded. With the glue set up, unclamp the rough scabbard, and
sand the edge of Scabbard Half #2 to smoothly meet the edge of Scabbard Half #1. I use my small belt sander for
this. The result should be a scabbard with a clean square edge that shows a glue line in the center:

The EXAMPLE sword fits perfectly, with just a BIT of resistance. The MECHANICAL part of the build is done.
I say MECHANICAL because the scabbard is sound, fully functional, fits well – but at this stage, it looks like a big
Paint Stick – square edges, no curvature to the top or bottom.

Step 13 – Shaping (about 4 hours, or until YOU are Happy With It)
It’s going to be hard to convey what happens next – there are no real measurements involved. This part is all art.
To perform this task, I use a combination of my small belt sander with a 120 Grit belt, 100 grit and 60 grit
sandpaper.
The first thing I do is to take the 90 degree edges off of the scabbard perimeter. I do this by eye using the belt
sander, holding the scabbard edges at about 45 degrees to the belt. You can also do this (more slowly) with 60 grit
sandpaper.
The objective is to start rounding the edges of the scabbard. Looking down the scabbard length from the throat,
this is the desired result:

Looking at each outer edge, you’ll see they are no longer square. From this perspective, I’ve turned a “rectangle”
into an “octagon”.
I then go over the two outer edges by hand, with 60 grit sandpaper, and knock the four defined edges down into a
smoother semicircle. Already, the “Paint Stick” look starts to vanish:

The TIP area of the scabbard shows no top to bottom taper. I adjust this by using my belt sander with a 120 grit
belt, sand the top and bottom of the tip area for about 4” until my shape tapers to a visually appealing one:

Notice that when placed flat on a table, the tip area now tapers UP and DOWN pretty symmetrically. I usually have
to re-round the edges a bit after I do this.
You’re getting the basic idea. We are turning a rather squarish “Paint Stick” into something more rounded by
softening the hard edges into gentle curves. But a word of warning: As you do this, never forget that this thing is
HOLLOW – get carried away, and you could break right into the void area. You want a “softer looking” core, but it
MUST maintain physical strength and integrity.
The end result of this step is NOT a paint stick – it’s a full tilt scabbard core ready for leather wrapping:

The sword fit for this EXAMPLE scabbard was perfect – JUST enough tension that I could turn the scabbard over,
and the sword would NOT FALL OUT – with no “shims” or leather strip cheats. While it’s not necessary to do so, I
always go OVER the final core with 120 Grit sandpaper, just because I feel like it. After this? The core is ready to
wrap.
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